
CHR3P - Installation Instructions
Bath/Shower Screen 

CHR3P - Crystallo



(1) 5x Wall Plugs
(2) 7x Screws 4x30
(3) 3x Screw Cover caps and clips
(4) 3x Scres 4x12
(5) 1x Wall Posts

(6) 1x Fixed glass panel
(7) 1x Water retaining strop
(8) 1x Glass door
(9) 1x brace strut
(10) 2x Axle seat

Exploded view and parts list



Tools Required

Parts for Installation

Description Part Image Description Part Image

This product is heavy and may require two people to install



Assembly Instructions

Step 1 - Attaching U-Channel to Wall

- Position the wall channel (A1) inside the lip of the bath or if the
  bath does not have a lip measure in 10mm from the edge
  and 2mm up from the bath.
- Using a spirit level ensure the wall channel is plumb.
- Mark the location of the holes.



Step 1 - Attaching U-Channel to Wall continued...

- Use a suitable drill bit to drill holes.
- Fit wall plugs (B1) if hollow.
- Apply a bead of clear silicone to the rear of the wall channel
- Apply the channel to the wall and check for plumb with a level.
- Install screws (F6) to attach the wall channel.



Step 2 - Insert the fixed glass panel into the wall profiles.

- Prior to installing the fixed panel install the bottom Axle seat  
  and secure with a screw. 
- Opening in the edge of the Axle seat faces into the bath.
- Apply a bead of silicone along the edge of the bath where 
  the bottom of the fixed panel will be installed.
- Apply a THIN bead of silicone to the internal edge of the wall 
  “U” channel . (picture)
- Lift the fixed panel into the wall “U” channel pushing it in as 
  far as it will go.



Step 2 - Insert the fixed glass panel into the wall profiles cont...

- Prior to using the supplied drill bit to make provision for the 
  installation of three screws to secure the fixed panel to the 
  wall channel, ensure the location of the drilled holes will not 
  compromise the glass.
- Install the screws to secure the fixed panel.
- Ensure the panel is sitting at a 90’ angel to the wall, 
  adjust as required.
- Remove the screw from the brace strut to enable the 
  removal of the cover plate.
- When the plate is removed re-secure the strut into the wall plate.
- Install the glass clip onto the end of the strut.
- Install the glass clip onto the fixed panel and have the wall 
  plate make contact with the wall.
- Check that the support arm is level.



Step 3 - Attaching the glass door panel 

- Use a non- permanent marker to draw the location of the 
  holes required to secure the wall strut.
- Remove the wall strut.
- Drill the holes for the wall bracket.
- Install the wall plugs
- Screw the wall bracket to the wall with the head of the 
  screw that attaches the wall bracket is at the top.
- Place the wall clip cover onto the wall strut arm.
- Place the glass clip onto the fixed panel 
- Ensure the protective plastic sleave is inside the glass clip. 
- Slide along the top of the glass until the strut is installed into 
  the wall bracket. 
- Install the wall clip cover plate.
- Install the screw to secure the strut in the wall bracket.
- Secure the glass clip to the glass.
- Place a bead of silicone down the external wall “U” channel 
  to the tile wall.
- Spray the excess silicone on the wall “U” channel and the
  base of the fixed panel with soapy water.
- Wipe off the excess silicone.
- Spray the internal “U” section of the door water strip with   
  soapy water.
- Install the water strip onto the bottom of the door.
- Lift the door onto the bottom Axle seat
- Install the top Axel Seat to secure the door.
- Install the screw to secure the top Axel Seat.     





Allow 24 hours for silicone to dry before use.
Silicone on the outside edge only. 

24hr

Due to our policy of continuous development, all designs and measurements are intended only as a guide and are subject to change without notice. Being hand made 
products they are subject to a size variance E&OE. This brochure is representative of the actual products at time of printing Please confirm all particulars before purchase. 
Casa Lusso recommends having the product on site before commencing rough in. 


